Scrubber driers step-on

BR 55/40 RS Bp
Compact step-on scrubber dryer with roller system, 51 or 55 cm working width, 40 litre tank and about 120
cm turning circle. With eco mode for energy-saving and eco-friendly cleaning.

Standard accessories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roller brushes
Curved squeegee
Traction drive
Automatic water stop
Pre-sweeping attachment
2-tank system

Order no.: 1.006-132.0

Technical data
Brush working width (mm)

550

Vacuum working width (mm)

716

Fresh/dirty water tank (l)

40/40

Max. area performance (m²/h)

2350

Brush speed rpm

1200

Brush contact pressure (g/cm²)

300-315

Battery voltage (V)

36

Battery capacity

-

Power rating (W)

1827

Waste container l

-

Weight (kg)

112

Dimensions (L x W x H) (mm)

1130x705x1543

Sound pressure level

-

Details
Description
The extremely compact and high-performance BR 55/40 RS Bp step-on scrubber drier has the
manoeuvrability of a walk-behind scrubber drier and the speed of a ride-on machine. With a small turning
circle of about 120 cm, it is even easy to use in awkwardly shaped rooms. Raised operating position for
clear view. Efficient roller system for excellent scrubbing performance and cleaning in crevices.
Effortlessly removes stubborn dirt on structured surfaces. The integrated sweeping attachment makes
manual sweeping unnecessary. Suction lips, brushes and squeegee can be changed without tools in
seconds. The eco mode can be selected at the push of a button. This makes maintenance cleaning
energy-efficient and eco-friendly and saves time and costs - with excellent cleaning results. Batteries can
be charged quickly and easily from any standard power outlet with the integrated charger. This machine
is ideal for contract cleaners and use in supermarkets, factories, public buildings and healthcare facilities.

Features & Benefits
Automatic filling option
The machine is simply connected to the water supply. The water supply is automatically shut off when the
machine is filled to capacity.
This saves time, as the operator can do other jobs in the meantime.
Einfache Bedienung
Easy to use.
eco!efficiency mode saves time, energy, water and cleaning agent.
DS3 dosing system
To prevent over-dosage. Optional.
Eco mode
Saves time, energy, water and cleaning agent.
Easy-to-use controls
Only 1 button for all cleaning settings. Easy to use.
Easy changeover
Squeegees and brushes can be replaced without tools.
Squeegee can be replaced in seconds.
Extremely easy to manoeuvre
For good manoeuvrability, high surface coverage and less cleaning subsequently.
Compact dimensions
Full view 30 cm in front of the vehicle. For precise cleaning.
Compact design
Easy to transport and store.

Accessories
Abstreiflippen
Set of wiping flaps
Oil-resistant rubber squeegees for mounting to the side of the brush head.
Order no. 4.035-404.0

Batterie- und Ladegerätsets
Quick charger set II 36 V/58 Ah
Order no. 2.642-555.0

Batterien
Battery 12 V / 70 Ah, maintenance-free
Gel traction battery, maintenance-free. With 12 V/70 Ah (5h). 2 batteries required
for 24 V machines, 3 required for 36 V machines.
Order no. 6.654-093.0

Mikrofaserwalze
Microfibre roller
World innovation: application of microfibre rollers combines the excellent cleaning
properties of microfibres with the benefits of the roller brush technology.
Combined with roller pad shaft 4.762-415.0.
Order no. 4.114-010.0

Padwalzen-Welle
Pad roller shaft
550 mm
Order no. 4.762-415.0

Saugbalken komplett
Squeegee, curved, 716 mm
Order no. 8.633-666.0

Sauglippen für Saugbalken
Squeegee blade, grooved, oil-resistant
Order no. 6.273-294.0

Sonstiges
DS 3 cleaning agent dosing station
Directly connectable with the tab, water and detergent will be filled in the fresh
water tank in the preset mixture. Can also be used with filling system kit.
Order no. 2.641-811.0

Filling hose
1,500-mm filling hose for easy device filling from a water tap. With universal
tapered fitting for all standard taps.
Order no. 6.680-124.0

Pump spray bottle 1 l
Order no. 6.394-409.0

Walzenbürsten
Roller brush, medium
Roller brush, medium-hard, red. Length: 550 mm.For normal use. Also suitable
for sensitive floors. Bristles: Polypropylene, 0.4 mm thick, 20 mm long.
Order no. 4.762-393.0

Roller brush, very hard
Very hard (GRIT), for extremely sticky dirt and for deep cleaning; for unsensitive
surfaces only.
Order no. 4.762-412.0

Roller brush, hard
Hard, for heavy soilings und for deep cleaning; for unsensitive floors only.
Order no. 4.762-411.0

Walzenbürsten
Roller brush, soft
Soft, for cleaning sensitive surfaces and for polishing.
Order no. 4.762-409.0

Roller brush, high/low
Medium hard, for cleaning strong structured floors and deeper joints.
Order no. 4.762-410.0

Walzenpads
Roller pads on sleeve, hard
Order no. 6.369-733.0

Roller pads on sleeve, medium
Order no. 6.369-734.0

Roller pads on sleeve, soft
Order no. 6.369-732.0

